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man schools, were pro-Austrian and militantly anti-Russian, even though in 1914 and 1915 they carried on negotiations with both belligerent groups (as did the other Balkan states and Italy) and were profuse in their assurances that under no conditions would Bulgaria take up arms against Russia, England, and France. The apple of discord was Macedonia, the recovery of which, according to A. A. Savin-sky, Russian ambassador to Sofia, had become "a real obsession" with the Bulgars; they were less intent on the annexation of Thrace and were relatively indifferent to Dobrudja (dispatch to Sazonov of November S, 1914, X.S.). Macedonia, however, was held by Serbia and Greece; the winning over of Bulgaria and the restoration of the Balkan League, therefore, depended on the ability of the entente to prevail upon these countries to relinquish, in exchange for suitable compensations, their share of Macedonia to Bulgaria, or to persuade Bulgaria, again by promises of compensations elsewhere, to modify her intransigent attitude towards the Macedonian question. In both these undertakings Sazonov, Grey, and Delcasse failed lamentably.
There was a basic difference between the international position of Serbia, on the one hand, and that of Bulgaria, Rumania, and Greece, on the other. From the very outbreak of hostilities Serbia was a belligerent irrevocably committed to the cause of the entente, while the other three Balkan states remained neutral for many months. Each was ruled by a German monarch, had a powerful body of pro-Austrian and pro-German opinion, and was assiduously courted by Berlin and Vienna. Serbia, however, in spite of her dependence on the allies, showed unwillingness to make the territorial concessions that alone might have prevented Bulgaria from siding with the central Powers. The Serbian ambassadors to Athens and Paris stated emphatically that their government would rather abandon the whole of Serbia to Austria than to cede a fraction of Macedonia to Bulgaria (November, 1914). Rumania and Greece demanded and obtained, as a part of the price of their friendly neutrality and eventual participation in the war on the entente side, guarantees of their territorial integrity; these guarantees were incompatible with the allied efforts to secure the cooperation of Bulgaria. On the horns of a dilemma, entente diplomacy in the Balkan capitals often worked at cross-purposes. Sazonov realized from the beginning that it was useless ta count on Serbia's voluntary concessions to Bulgaria and that the territorial sacrifices regarded as essential by the allies could be only imposed upon Pasbifei

